TRANSPORT CART

The cart that converts to a table in seconds!
The GearBoss® TranSport™ cart is another Wenger innovation designed specifically for the needs of athletic programs.
The TranSport cart makes it easier than ever to move a variety of equipment through your facility and out to the field.
And in just a few seconds it is easily transformed into a rock-solid table for use on the sidelines or anywhere in the
facility. Practice. Games. Travel. The TranSport cart goes everywhere your coaches and trainers go.
Multi-purpose design
The GearBoss TranSport cart offers heavy-duty construction for both configurations. Load it with gear to take to the
field and quickly turn it into a table that easily holds up to 1,000 lbs. The cart itself weighs only 150 lbs.!

TRANSPORT CART
Gear and a table anywhere you need it.
The cart is 30" wide by 66" long (762 by 1676 mm). The end braces help retain gear and fold down to make room for
oversized equipment, easy travel or to store compactly. Wherever you park it you can set up a table in seconds.

Quick Transformation
The end braces are the key to converting the cart into a rock-solid table anywhere for any purpose. Sidelines, trainers’
stations, workstations, locker rooms, equipment rooms, gymnasiums, track meets, and more.

Features & Accessories

Manual Pull or Tow
The manual pull handle easily
converts to a pin-hitch for your
gator or tractor.

PURCHASE
ONLINE!

Tough Duty, Tough Cart
Built for years of tough duty, the
GearBoss TranSport cart can handle
loads up to 800 lbs. over the bumps and
grinds of outdoor terrain. The powdercoated deck is aluminum and the tubes
and undercarriage are also powdercoated for long-wearing durability.

Wrap
A mesh wrap option ensures that
you don’t lose your cargo on the
move. It goes on and off easily so
you can quickly convert the cart
to a table. Advertising space on
mesh wrap can offset costs and
raise additional funds!
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